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(acquisition of new or enhanced concepts, procedures and principles); and impacts on

skills of teaching (acquisition of thinking/problem solving, psychomotor and social

skills).

A recent analysis (Baume and Rofe, in submission) identifies, among various

published accounts of teacher development, six elements or dimensions. In brief these

are the person on whom the teacher focuses their attention, the object that is the focus of

the teacherôs attention, the teacherôs intention or purpose, the teacherôs practice, the

theories, conceptions and / or models of teaching and learning that the teacher espouses

and with some overlap enacts, and the values or principles that inform and underpin a

teacherôs practice, all within a matrix of awareness of and connection or relations

among the teacherôs location on these six dimensions. Of the accounts analysed, Kugel

identified more of these dimensions, four, than any other authors. This may explain the

usefulness of Kugelôs account, in its offering more points of contact that other accounts.

The analysis of PGCertHE programme in this study mainly uses the Kugel

framework (1993) to follow teachersô development during the module, not only because

of its detailed breakdown of dimensions of teaching, but also because participants are

introduced to this framework early in the course, and many use it in their reflections as

teachers.

Kugel’s model – five stages of development

The Kugel (1993) model includes five stages of development and the focus of each

stage along with the transitions between the
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{ǘŀƎŜ м Self óWhen they first step up to the front of a classroom as

its teacher, most of them share a common feeling--

abject terror. The question uppermost in their minds is

ñWill I survive?òô (Kugel, 1993:117)
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óAs students take greater control of their own learning,

they notice something that their professors noticed

when they first started teaching. You have to

understand something better to teach it to somebody

else than when somebody else teaches it to you.ô (324)
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assessment and course designs. Thus, asimplified and decontextualised relationship

between theory and practice could be seen as another limitation of the Kugel framework.

The paper next explores how teachers might reconceptualise theory as practice, and

offers new ways of understanding why there may be a disjuncture between theory and

practice for

f nd
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Conceptions and theories

There is no obvious clear distinction between óconceptions of teaching and learningô

and ótheories about teaching and learningô. (It may be suggested that conceptions are in

some sense owned, held enacted, whereas theories may remain óout thereô, separate. But

it is not easy to see such a distinction.) For example, a conception of teaching as

óencouraging students to undertake appropriate and productive learning activitiesô is

intimately related to a theory which says that óundertaking appropriate and productive

learning activities is an effective way to learnô. For this reason, we have taken a broad

approach to óconceptions of teaching and learningô, to embrace ótheories about teaching

and learningô.

Reflective practice

This Postgraduate Certificate, in common with many others, promotes reflection on

practice as a means to developing and enhancing teaching drawing on the reflective

learning cycles proposed by Kolb (2015). These cycles of reflection include stages of

observing and evidencing practice, analysis, reflection, thinking conceptually, planning

and taking action (Ashwin, 2015). Ashwin also explains how reflection requires

questioning of everyday assumptions, appropriate contexts, opportunities to coll n�W
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Our second question is therefore: How do participants on the programme

connect theories or conceptions of teaching with their own practice, or plans for change

in practice?

Methodology

The assessment approach taken in PGCertHE is based on participants undertaking

critical reflective analysis in the first of the two 30 credit modules. They then prepare a

plan for an enhancement of learning, teaching and/or assessment in the second module.

(We refer to students on the PGCertHE as course participants, to avoid possible

confusion with the students whom the participants teach.) This paper concerns our

exploration of outputs from the first module, entitled Supporting Learning, Teaching

and Assessment. The module requires participants to submit two course work

assignments: an online learning activities review; and a Reflective Narrative in which

they describe and analyse their development as a teacher.

The research team consisted of 4 academics who had contributed to the writing

of the programme and who has tutored on the programme on at least one occasion. The

team identified a set of diverse participants from two cohorts of the module. These were

selected on the basis of marks, geographical location, type of institute in which they

worked, subject discipline and gender. Both coursework assignments had been

submitted by each participant selected. The participants were informed of the study

before they began their programme and were assured that the research would have no

impact on their assessments. All were given an opportunity to opt out if they wished.

The 12 participants whose work was selected for analysis were all given pseudonyms

for data sharing, analysis and reporting. Ethical approval was obtained from the RVC

Social Science Ethical Review Board.
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Narrative accounts based on selected quotations from the participants were

derived by the researchers from two assignments on the first module óSupporting

Learning, Teaching and Assessmentô. Both assignments asked participants to reflect on

their learning. The early first assignment was a short critically reflective account of 3

online activities they had found useful in fostering engagement and facilitating learning.

This included discussion of relevant literature and implications for their own practice.

The second assignment, submitted at the end of the module, was a longer reflective

account of their learning on the programme that was expected to draw on literature and

theory to demonstrate understanding of learning and teaching with information and

evidence of change in practice (planned or implemented or both). They were also

invited to provide a supporting appendix. Assignment 1 and 2 respectively comprised

1,000 (+/- 10%) and 4000 (+/- 10%) words. Therefore for each student some 5000

words were analysed.

An initial proforma was completed by the researchers for each participating

student to select examples of:

 Change in conceptual thinking
 Change in teaching and learning planning
 Changes in teaching and learning practice.

The analysis considered both what the participants were themselves saying about their

practice, which they sometimes articulated in relation to conceptual frameworks such as

Kugel (1993), and what the research team interpreted as evidence of change, again with

reference to Kugel (ibid). Key texts referred to by the student and/or influential

activities from the programme were also noted.

These participant accounts were then summarised by the research team into

narratives of the selected participantôs development over the module. Initial pilot
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analyses were exchanged amongst the team and discussed to ensure a good level of

inter-rater reliability.

In the sections that follow we discuss the findings that
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By the second assignment he is just beginning to think about student self-

regulation that is consistent with a transition to Kugel (1993) level 5:

So now, when I look back at my previous teaching practices in the light of

understanding, skills and ability that I have acquired from this module so far, I feel that

I was just good in communication and ótransmission of knowledgeô é Otherwise,

crucial elements of teaching learning such as critical reflection, feedback-feedforward,

learning engagement etc. were completely missing in my teaching practices. Concepts

of self-managed and self-regulated learning were miles far away.

Now Ayam is referring to changing teaching practice, and there was some evidence of

this in his account. He reported plans to introduce activities attributed directly to the

module:

I have also considered (tutor nameôs) suggestion as in the Mini Lecture 2 that óintroduce

activities after lecturing for every 10-15 minutesô.

He also described his new role as moderator:

I provided students óweekly topicsô in the very beginning of the semester and instructed

them to get prepared in due time. I also instructed them that one
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This is a rich account of shifts in conceptual thinking and awareness of

education theorists and there are new plans. However, as with the other accounts,

evidence for impact on his actual practice is limited, probably because of the timescale

of the module (22 weeks) which does not give time to put new ideas into practice.

Where he has changed practice, he has noticed an impact in that the students were more

engaged.

Excerpt 2 Cilla

Cilla, as an experienced teacher, was one of the few participants who explicitly referred

to the Kugel (1993) stages. She was self -critical by admitting to starting with a óòblame

the studentsò (Biggs and Tang, 2011:18) approachô.

...from practising reflection, I realised that I am perhaps still stuck at Kugelôs (1993)

stages 1, 2, and 3 (Concern with self; Concern with subject; 3 Concern with students as

absorbers) although I also think that have started to move ï tentatively ï to Kugelôs

stages 4 and 5 in my teaching practice.

She drew on her own experience of learning on the module and the module texts to

realise she took a surface approach to learning (because of time constraints) but was

now taking a more satisfying deeper approach:

Also shifting from a surface approach to learning ï that was ótedious and unrewardingô

(Ramsden, 2003: 58) ï to a deep approach inevitably gave me a higher sense of

óinvolvement, challenge and achievement, together with feelings of personal fulfilment

and pleasureô (Ramsden 2003:57).

She uses self- critique to plan for change as she demonstrates her shift in conceptual

thinking from Kugel (1993) 1-2 (teacher as expert knowledge transmitter) through a

transition from level 3 to 4 (students as active) to an appreciation of students as

independent learners for level 5:
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How can I transition from sage on the stage to guide on the side (King 1993)? What

should I do to óget the students actively involved in their own learningô (Kugel

1993:323)? And also, how to make them ólearn how to learn
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Moses Male UK institution

with industry

experience

Pass Kugel 2 to 4

Ayam Male teaching in a

developing country

Merit Kugel 2/3 to 4 with some

reference to level 5

Fred Male teaching at

UoL overseas

teaching centre

Merit Kugel 3 to 4 with some

implicit practical evidence

for level 5

Cilla Female and

European teaching

on UK programme

Merit Kugel 1/2/3 to 4 and 5.

George Male and European

teaching on UoL

programme

Merit Kugel 1 and 2 to 4

Tom Male Private UK

institution

Distinction

(for main

assignment)

Kugel 3 to 4

Natasha Female teaching in

a UK institution and

TNE in China

Pass Kugel 3 to 4

Wassim Male teaching at

UoL overseas

Merit Kugel 2 to 4 level 5

Diana Female teaching at Pass Kugel 3 to 4
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UoL overseas

teaching centre

Daniella Female UK clinical

educator

Merit Kugel 3 to 5

Male = 8 and female = 4 (Male representation in the progamme is 55% over last 3 years)

Findings 2: Relating theory and practice

For their second assignment, participants were asked to give examples of their teaching

practice and apply theory to explore what they were doing. Because the teaching and

learning part of the module was over a limited period of time (20 weeks), many of the

participants would not have opportunities to significantly change their practice during

this time: in these cases they were encouraged to present future plans for change of

practice. Some participantsô teaching role was limited as a distance learning tutor and

they did not have opportunities to change any curriculum design or assessment.

However, all participants
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Using theory to critique/review the

PGCertHE course

These three activities (of the PGCertHE

module) were successful in facilitating

learning, first because they showed the

benefits of peer-to-peer learning (Baume and

Scanlon principle 6).ô (Cilla)

Using theory to plan future changes to

their own practice

óIt (the module) has contributed to the idea of

moving away from lect
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that the accounts might not be authentic. However, in our case participantsô self-critique,

and details of the self-reflections, which also make direct and informed references to

texts and activities from the module, indicate that these are genuine and reliable reports

of learning. Many participants provided, in the appendices to their assignments,

convincing evidence, including student evaluations, of their enhanced practice.

Finally, the paper has not explored in depth what triggered the changes. Peer

review and guided reflection and feedback are clearly important, and some key texts

such as Kolb are mentioned frequently. But using theory to inform practice needs

opportunity and investment in time, which the participants may not all have; or they

may not feel sufficiently confident, or supported by their institution, to take risks that

might produce unsuccessful changes. This could be why it was a challenge for some to

demonstrate evidence of change of practice. Further continuing support and guidance,

beyond formal courses from educational developers and institutional leaders in learning

and teaching, are essential for continuing teacher development. An understanding of

Kugelôs shifts and of the six different stages for connecting theory and practice could be

invaluable for these wider stakeholders in an uncertain post-covid landscape.
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